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Regular languages and minimal saturated automata. 
Abstract: A saturated automaton relative to a regular language R 
is a non-deterministic automaton accepting R, and which contains 
homomorphic images of all automata accepting R. 
In this paper we construct a (unique) mini~al saturated automaton 
for a given regular language R and prove some basic properties. 
In particular, we show that the states in this automaton may be 
given a lattice structure, and that the states in the minimal 
deterministic automaton relative to R naturally gives a generator 
set for this lattice. 
And we describe how the homomorphisms from an arbitrary automaton 
accepting R into the minimal saturated automaton must behave. 
This is useful if one is interested in finding a state minimal non-
deterministic automaton accepting R. It is also useful in giving 
lower bounds on the "star height" of R. The applications to the 
star height problem will not be treated here. (See [6]) 
,1,. 
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1. Introduction 
One of the main unsolved problems in the theory of regular events 
is the star height problem. The star height of a regular exprission 
is defined as the height (or depth) of the nesting of the * ope-
rator. The start height of a regular event is defined as the mini-
mum of the star heights of expressions denoting R. 
The problem is how to determine in some explicit way the star 
height of an event R. The difficulty is that there are infinitely 
many regular expressions denoting one event R, or equivalently, 
there are infinitely many nondeterministic automata (NDA 1 s) accep-
ting R; see Eggan [3]. 
In this paper we single out a special automaton o1 ·which is "uni-
versal" relative to R, in. the sense that cYf contains homomorphic 
images of all the infinitely many NDA 1 s for R. Such a "universal 
element" should preferably be small. 
We call an automaton 4 saturated relative to R if it satisfies 
the requirements 
1) ~accepts R; 
2) for all NDA 1 s q{ 1 
from~ 1 to~. 
accepting R there exists 'a homomorphism 
Our notion of homomorphism is given in definition 3.2. We are inte-
rested in homomorphisms that preserve paths and words, so if V 1 
is an accepting path for w in~~, 
cA 1 ~ ~ to induce an accepting path 
we want the homomorphism 
V = <1> ( V 1 ) for w in ~ . 
<I>= 
This strengthens the requirements in McNaughton [7], but we find 
ours more ntural, one advantage being that a regular expression E 1 
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corresponding to~· will be transformed to a regular expression 
E corresponding to the image <P ( d' ) in ~. 
He construct in this paper a minimal (unique) saturated automaton 
for any event R, denoted Sat(R). It is our hope to use this auto-
maton to characterize the star height of R: for some results in 
this direction see [6]. But it is also our belief that the notion 
of saturated automata is of independent interest. 
Part I of this paper gives an effective construction of Sat(R), 
and we point out the relationship with the automaton~k(R) 
introduced by Cohen and Brzozowiski [2]. The oe/ k ( R) automata are 
in substance saturated (see ex.4.1 with remark), but they are not 
minimal saturated automata. 
The states of Sat(R) are the (finitely many) maximal pairs KR. 
Following Kameda and vleiner [5] we introcue the reduced automaton 
matrix (RAM) which substansially simplifies the computation of 
maximal pairs. He also study the relationship of Sat(R) with 
Det(R), the minimal deterministic automaton accepting R, in some 
cases they are almost the same, but in other cases Sat(R) is much 
bigger than Det(R). He conclude part I with some .. examples and 
computations. 
In part II we study some general properties of Sat(R). The states 
KR can be ordered by a relation < such that it becomes a lattice. 
In general this lattice is neither distrubutive nor modular. How-
ever, in section 9 we show that FD(n), the free distributive 
lattice with n generators, can be realized as ( KR( n) , <) for 
some suitable events R( n). 
-~ r ~- -~----~ -- --·- ~-------
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He are also interested i generatorsets for (KR,<). Though the 
states KR may be computed using RAM as we do in part I, having a 
generator set for (KR,<) would be useful. He study sufficient 
conditions for A c KR to generate KR. He also show that Det(R) 
naturally is a subautomaton of Sat(R), and that the states in 
Det(R) is a generator set. (The same is true for BDet (R), the" 
minimal backward determistic automaton for R) 
In [5] the problem was to give an efficient algo{ithm for finding 
one minimal nondetermistic automaton with respect to R. There is 
no uniqueness about such an automaton, but since Sat(R) is satu-
rated, it is clear that all minimal NDA's relative to R can be 
found as subautomata of Sat(R). 
One algorithm for findingone (or all) minimal NDA's for R is the 
following: 
a) Construct Sat(R). 
b) For all subautomata of• of Sat(R), 
(starting with the smallest ones) 
check if c/1• accepts R: 
if "yes" C'l- ' is minimal, stop: 
if "no" continue with the next subautomaton. 
,,, . 
In the algorithm of Kameda and Heiner [5] one does not construct 
Sat(R), but is only concerned with the small subautomata, (i.e. in, 
essence step b). 
Some shortcuts are possible in this algorithm, we are interest~d in 
the core of Sat(R), which is all the states and transitions in 
Sat(R) which are "absolutely necessary". Core(R) may be_ defined 
as the maximal part ~ of Sat(R) satisfying: 
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(*) if C ·~ Sat ( R) accepts R then t; ~ ~· 
It is interesting to note that Core(R) is equal to the intersec-
tion of Det(R) and BDet(R) (in Sat(R)). 
2 Preliminaries 
He assume that the reader is f:amiliar with the basic properties of 
regular expressions and finite (deterministic a~d,nondeterministic) 
automata (DA's and NDA's). 
In particular, we assume that the reader known how to construct, 
from an NDAoJ' for R, and equivalent NDA cYI without e-transi-
tions, and further to construct ;B(~, the deterministic automaton 
equivalent to o4, by the subset construction; see sections 2 .l -
2.5 in Hopcroft and Ullman [4]. 
He shall also frequently use the minimization algorithm which redu-
ces aDA o1( to the unique minimal DA called Det(R); see section 
3. 4 in [ 4]. 
Since we several places in this paper use definitions ,from [5 ], we 
have adopted their notation, thus deviating O.Gcasionally from 
,1 •• 
Hopcroft and Ullman. 
The basic notations. 
An automaton (NDA) is a tuple 
d= (Q, L:, M, s 0 , F) 
L: is the (finite) input alphabet, 
Q is the finitely many states, 
- --------------------------------- _1.~--- -~·-----· 
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s 0, F c Q are the initial and final states, 
M c Q x (~U{e}) x Q is the transition relation. 
If CJ1I is deterministic, we will write o(q,a) = q 1 instead of 
(q,a,q 1 ) E M. o is extended in the usual way to a function 
-A-
0: Q x ~ + Q. We will also regard M as functions 
* M: 0 X ~*+ 2°, M: 2° X z* + 2° and M: 2° X 2~ + 2° 
(extended in the usual way) . 
T(~) = {wE~* jM(s0 ,w) nF:J:¢} is the regular event accepted by ol. We 
use the following abbreviation: T (o/. q, q 1 ) = T ( ( 0, ~, M, { q}, { q 1 } )) 
Further let 
# let Sc (q) = 
Pr~q) -= 
T(~q,F) 
T(~ s 0 ,q) be the £receding event and 
bethe succeding event. 
We say that q is a dead state iff Sc(q) ~ ¢, and that q is an 
inaccesible state iff Pr(q) = ¢. Such states are useless, and can 
be omitted: 
(J'/- is the automaton . cr{ after removal of the useless states and 
the corresponding transitions. 
We also need the following notions of subautomata: 
A I Q is of restricted to the states 0 1 C 0. 
·'·. 
ptf-(q,a,q 1 ) is o1f' without-the transition (q,a,q 1 ). 
We write Det(R) for the minimal deterministic automaton with 
respect to R obtained either by the Myhill-Nerode theorem, or by 
the usual minimization algorithm. 
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The dual ofd,~+= (Q, I:, M, F, s 0 ) is the automaton obtained by 
turning all arrows and interchange initial and final states.~+ 
will accept the dual (transpose) event RT. Like Det(R) we have 
also BDet(R), the minimal backward deterministic automaton (BDA) 
and + T (BDet(R)) = Det(R ). 
The notation in connection with ~et(R} and BDet(R}. 
He define u D v(mod R) iff 7< Vw E I: ( uw E R < = > vw E :B.) and 
u B v(mod R) iff 7< Vw E I: (wuER<=>wuER) 
(These are the equivalence·relations used in the Myhill-Nerode 
theorem.) 
Further define p-p I (moa.ob) iff S~(p) = scot:fp I ) ' (This is the 
equivalence relation used in the minimization algorithm.) 
Define * w\R = {uEI: _ lwuER} and R/v 7< = {uEI: luvER} 
We write Det(R) = (~, I:, 6D, pe' FD) and 
·/1. + BDet(R) = (Q, I:, 6B, SB, qe) 
where we distinguish between the following two cases: 
l) if these automata are constructed following the Myhill-Nerode 
theorem: 
~ = {p[w] I [w] is an equivalence class of Q} 
is an equivalence class of e = { q<v> I <v> 
6D(p[w]'a) = P[wa] 
~} 
+ 
6B(q<v>'a) = q<av> 
pe = p[e] qe = q<e> 
FD = {p[w] lwER} SB = {q<v> ItER} 
This gives: P Det(R)( )-[ J r P[w]-w S BD et ( R ) ( ) = c q<v> 
S Det ( R) ( ) = 
c P [w] P BDet ( R) ( ) r q<v> = 
--~-.. --- "[ 
<v> 
R/v 
--~~--~---~---------~--~--·---~-~- ~-----~- ~ -~- l__ -----~ - ~-L~- -~-·------------
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2) If they are constructed using the minimization algorithm: 
Given a DA of= (P,L:,M' ,p0 ,F). Then Det(R) .. oil\= 
where 1\ P = { [p] jpEP} (i.e. we identity 
equivalent states). Similar notations are used for 
BDet(R). 
If ~ is a NDA accepting R, then Det ( R) "" §J '¢-) 1\ and 
BDet (R) + "" :iJ(cF) 1\. 
PI\ ( Ql\) We will also use for the states in Det (R)(BDet-(R)) 
A path in crl consists of· (0 or more) transitions, and will be 
written V = 0 1 1 k k i ( q , a , q , ... , a , q ) k ~ 0 a E L: U { e} where 
i ~+1 i i+l (q ,a,q ) EM or (q ,a,q ) = (q,e,q). The trivial transitions 
(q, e,q) may be inserted/deleted wherever q occurs in V _(without 
changing the path). 
,1,. 
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PART I 
Uniqueness and existence of a minimal saturated automaton Sat(R). 
3. Definitions: homomorphisms, saturation. 
Definition 3 .1: Given 2 semiautomata d. = ( Q. , L: ,H. ) 
. l l l 
i = 1,2. 
¢: a 1 ~ a2 is called a transition homomorphism 'f:r;-om ot/1 to ~2 
iff 
(q,a,q') E M1 => (¢(q), a, cjl(.q'}) E' M2 (or (¢(q),a,¢(q' ))=(q",e,q")). 
Such a ¢ will induce a mapping from the paths in ~l to the 
./ 0 1 i k k paths in 017 2 , and we write ¢ ( q , a , ... , q , .•. , a , q ) = 
0 1 i k . k (¢(q ),a , ... ,¢(q ), •.. ,a ,<!J(q )). 
Definition 3.2: Given ~ = (Q., L:,M. ,S. ,F.) i=l,2. ¢: a 1 ~ 0 2 is l l l l l 
an (automaton) homomorphism from ~l to ~ iff 
a) ¢ is a transition homomorphism from (Q 1 , }:,M1 ) to (Q 2 , L:,M 2 ) 
b) q E sl => ¢ ( q) E s2 
c) q E Fl => ¢ ( q) E F2. 
·'· d-1 Such a ¢ will transf?rm accepting paths for w in ·to accep-
ting paths for w ino-12 . 
Definition 3.3: An automatoncY!'• = (Q', L:,M' ,S' ,F') is a subauto-
maton of otf = (Q, l:,M,S,F) iff Q'C Q, H'C M, S'C S, F'C F. We then 
write d' C cff. 
When ¢ is a homomorphism from~1 to~, the image of~ via 
¢is denoted ¢(4'1 ) and ¢(ol'1 ) ~o{. 
--- r . 
----~-,~~-------- --· __.:__-- _________________ j__ --~----- ~-~ l_ ___________ , ---------- --- -------------------- ----- -----
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_L_emm_a_3_._l : T (d1 ) <;_ T ( <j> (~ l ) ) C T ( d 2 ) whenever is a homomor-
ph ism from d to P'tf . l 2 
Remark: McNaughton [7] defines homomorphism similar to our tran-
sition homomorphism, but there is one difference: He permits 
(q,a,q') E M1 to be transformed to <j>(q) = <j>(q') even when a*e. 
01 kk 0 1 k k Then <l> ( q , a , ... , a , q ) = ( <l> ( q ) , b , ... , b , <l> ( q ) ) where 
i-1 i . i if ( <J> ( q ) , a .' <l> · ( q ) ) E M 2 
otherwise (then <j>(qi- 1 ) = <j>(qi) 
In this case P and <j>(P) will not span the same word. 
But we regard the word spanned by a path as a:n important property 
of the path, so we want homomorphisms to preserve words and to make 
lemma 3.1. true. 
Definition 3 .4. An isomorphism between cJ 1 and d 2 is a homomor-
phism which also satisfies: 
<J> is a bijection between 0 1 and 0 2 
<J> induces a bijection between M1 and M2 . 
Definition 3.5. An automaton ~ is saturated (with respect to R) 
iff 
1) oJ accepts R· I 
2) For all automata 
a homomorphism 
·'·. 
~· accepting (a subset of) 
from at• to d. 
R, there is 
~ = (Q, l:, M, s 0 , F 0 ) is said to be minimal saturated (relative to 
R) if o6 is saturated and minimal in the class, i.e: 
For all of 11 satisfying l ) and 2) 
we have /1= Q ~ 'If Q 11 
and I= M ~ II= M11 
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Lemma 3.2. If o-11 is saturated, T(~) = R and ¢ 
phism from d 1 to d 2 then ¢ (~1 ) is saturated, 
Proof: Immediate. 
is a homomor-
d . ~ an so 1s 2 . 
Proposition 3. 3. (Uniqueness) Let ctf and otf• be minimal satura-
ted automata relative to R. Then there is an i~omorphism between 
of and c>tY• . 
Proof. Writeo-6- = (Q, 2.:, M, S, F),otf-• = (Q'', 2.:, M', S', F'). Since 
both ~ and df• are minimal # 'Q = 1/:.Q' and # M = # M' . Since 
~· is saturated and T(qf) = R, there exist a g:~ ~~·. By lemma 
3.2. g~) is also saturated, so g must be onto Q' , that is g 
is a bijection between Q and Q'. g will also give a bijection 
between M and M'. 
This unique saturated automaton will be denoted Sat(R). 
4. Maximal pairs. The construction of Sat(R) 
Before we give the formal definition of Sat(R), we will give an 
example which shows that saturated automata (though not minimal) 
have been considered before. From this example it turns out that we 
only have to delete some of the states in order to obtain Sat(R). 
Ex.4.1 (From Cohen and Brzozowski [2]) 
Define the subsetautomaton of order k 
------~~--~-~~------ ---- _____ l_____ __ ~~----- -~I -·~-~~--~----- -·--~~ . -----~--- ·- -----
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where pk = { P ( i) I¢ :fP • c~ l.;;i.;;k} 
k 
Po = { P ( i) I peEP • l.;;i.;;k} 
Fk = {P(i) IP'CFD l<;i.;;k} 1 
(P(i}'a,P(j))E Mk <=> oD ( P • 1 a) c pu I a E L: • 
Define the R-projection function tf:Q ,+ 2~ by ~·(q') = 
oD(pe 1 Prol' (q')). 
o~· . f 
fR turns out to be a homomorphism from 01!1 • to ~ 1 ( R) (ora{ (R)) 
whenever T (af• ) = R (Lemma 6 • 2 1 6. 3 in [ 2 } ) (in fact T (o5• ) s; R 
suffices). This shows that ~1 (R) (and o#'k(R)) are saturated auto-
mata. 
·~· Remark: Strictly speaking fR is a homomorphism.only when~· 
is without e-transitions and without dead and inaccessible states. 
However~ k (R) can easily be modified by starting with Det (R) 
(possibly with a dead state) and define: 
iff oD(P'~a) C P 11 , a E L:U{e} 
This modified ~k(R) will be saturated in our sense. 
When we regard ~ as- {[uJRI·uEL:*} the states in.'o#k(R) 
sponds to different unions of such equivalence classes. 
corre-
In order to obtain Sat(R) it is necessary to delete some states 
in d 1 (R). 
The following construction of Sat(R) is due to Stal Aanderaa: 
Definition 4.1: Given * P, Q C L: 1 and R a language over * L: • 
Let R:: P = {vEr*jP{v}~R} 
R: Q = {vEr*j{v}Q~R} 
We say that (pI Q) is a pair 
that (P,Q) is a maximal pair 
l) PQ c R 
* 2) '<Jv E r ( { v }a c R => v 
3) '<Jv E r* ( P { v} c R => v 
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relative to R iff PQ c R. We say 
relative to R iff 
E P) i.e. p ::J R: Q 
E Q) i.e. Q ::J R· . P. 
This means that the pair (P,Q) is maximaL iff neither the first 
nor second component of (P,Q) can be further extended preserving 
the property of being a pair. Observe the following equalities: 
R::P = n w\R 
.. wEI> 
R:Q = n R/v. 
vEQ 
We have the following equivalent characterization of (P,Q) beeing 
a maximal pair: 
Definition 4.2: Let P = R: (R::P) ~ and Q = R::(R:Q) 
Proposition 4.1: The following are equivalent: 
l) (P,Q) is a maximal pair relative to R 
2) (P,Q) is a pair, p = R: Q and Q = R::P 
-3) p = p and Q = R::P ,1 •• 
~ 
4) Q = Q and p = R:Q. 
Example 4.2: Given d such that .T~ C R. For all q in cr6-; 
~ ~ t:>¥. oil Pr (q)Sc (q) ~ T(~ CR. So (Pr (q), Sc (q)) is a pair with res-
pect to R, and every pair (P,Q) with respect to R can be 
extended to a maximal pair; two possibilities are (i?, R:: P) or 
(R: Q I Q). 
Definition 4.3: Given a maximal pair r = (P',Q' ), we write P (Q) 
- - I 
--~----~·-__l_·~---~--- - ___ L __ -- -------- ---- ] _______ _ 
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for the projection maps, that is 
P(r) = P' and Q(r) = Q' 
Proposition 4.2: For all * P,Q C L: and all * R C L: 
1) R: Q consists of a union of D equivalence classes. 
2) R:: P consists of a union of B 
Proof: 
1) Remember D is defined by: D u ~v 
equivalence classes. 
iff * \;/w E L: (uwER<=>vwER). \!Je 
will show u E R: Q <=> [u] C R: Q. For abritrary v E [u] we 
have: 
* \;/w E L: (uwER<=>vwER) 
=> \;/w E Q(uwER<=>.vwER) 
=> (VwEQ uwER) <=> (VwEQ vwER) 
<=> (uER: Q <=> vER:Q) 
This shows u E R: Q <=> [u] C R: Q. 
2) follows by duality. 
Corollary 4.3: If R is regular, 
R: Q = U PrDet(R)(p') 
p' EP' 
and R: p = U ScBDet(R)(q') 
q' EO' 
where P' and Q' 
,__ 
are suitable subsets of and 1\ Q. 
Corollary 4.4: If R is regular, there is only a finite number of 
maximal pairs. 
In fact we also have the converse of 4.4: \~enever we have a finite 
set of the maximal pairs for a given language R, we can construct 
an automaton oJ! R accepting R, showing -that R is regular. 
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Definition 4.3: o1 R = (KR' l:, MR' SR' FR) where 
KR = {r. = (P.,Q.) i=l, ... ,N} =the maximal pairs. 
1 1 1 
S R= { r . I e E P . l F R= { r . I P .c R} 1 1. J ]-
(r.,a,r.)E Mk iff P.{al c PJ., a E z:u{el 
1 J 1 -
(This corresponds to the definition ofo1f1 (R) in example 4.1, ex-
cept that we do not consider all P' ~ ~' only those where P'=P'.) 
Note: He have always the following maximal pairs: 
top= (R::r*, z:*), bottom= (z:*, R:r*'). 
And we have: 
topE FR and (t,'op, a,r) E MR, Vr E KR' Va E l:U{e}. 
bottom E SR and (r, a, bottom)EMR' Vr E KR, Va E I:U{e}. 
This shows that the transitions out of top and into bottom are (for 
most purposes) useless. 
Often bottom is equal to (z:*, ¢), and then bottom is the dead state; 
and when top is equal to (¢, z:*), top is the inaccessible state 
(See prop. 4. 10) . 
Before we are able to show that T(~) = R we need some properties 
of : and division and and 
Lemma 4.5: 1) P1 ~ P 2 => R::P 1 ~ R::P 2 
0 1 ~ 0 2 => R:Ql ~ R:Q2 
2 ) pl c p2 => pl c p2 
0 1 c 0 2 => Ql c 0 2 
Lemma 4.6: 1) P c P Q c Q 
2) R::P = R::P R:Q = R:Q 
3) R:o = R:o R::P = R::P 
4) p = p Q=Q 
- -r ----
closure. 
T - ----- -~ ----- i 
Proof: 
' --·-·--·· --------- _L _______ -~------~_!_ -----~--------- -- --------------------- --------
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5} pl c p2 => pl c p2 
~ ~ ~ 
Ql c Q2 => Ql c Q2 
6) p = () pl Q = fl Ql 
P1:::P Ql:::O 
~ 
7) PQ c R <=> PQ c R <=> PQ c R <=> PQ c R 
TWT LwT fwT= 
,..._ 
8) = <w> 
1) Immidiate since P(R: :P) c R 
-2) From 4.5.1) with P ~ P we get R::P c R::P 
For the opposite: If vfR::P' then P{v} ~ R. But 
since P = R: (R: :P), P(R: :P) c R, this shows that 
vfR: :P => vf(R::P). 
-
~ 
3) R:Q = R: (R:: (R:Q)) = R:Q = R:Q by 2) 
4) p = R: (R:P) = R: (R:P) = p by 2) 
5) from 4.5.2) and 4) 
6) from 5) 
~ 
7) By 2) if PQ cR then PQ c R and PQ c R a second 
applicqtion gives PQ c R. The implications to the 
left are immediate from 1) 
8) From the proof of prop. 4.2. 
Lemma 4.7. Given (P 1 ,o1 ) and (P 2 ,o2 ) maximal pairs with respect 
* to R and uEL . 
1) The following are equivalent: 
i) P1 {u} Q2 c R 
ii) P1 {u} c p2 
iii) {u}Q2 ~ pl 
2) pl c p2 <=> Ql :j? Q2 + 
3) pl c R <=> e E Ql I Ql c R <=> e E Pl. 
Proof: Immediate. 
Lemma 4.8. For all P Q c "'* 1' L.. 
P{u} := (P{u}) 
--{u}Q c ({u}Q) 
These are maximal pairs and 
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u E 2:* we have the following: 
{u}Qu={u}<R:P{u})={u}{wo:* jP{u}{w}cR} c {vEl:* jP{v}cR} = R: :P = a 1 . 
By 4.7.1) {u}au:::a 1 is equivalent to P1 {u}:=Pu, that is i?{u}~:PTU'T· 
He are now ready to show that T~) = R: 
Proposition 4.9: T(~, 
r. = (P.,Q.). 
r 1., r.) = {ujP.{u}Q.cR} J 1 J- where r.= (P.,Q. ), 1 1 1 
J J J 
Proof of c: By an easy induction. 
Proof of :::J• Suppose P. {u}Q. c R. He will show 
1 J -
by induction on the ~ength of u. 
u E l:U{e}: By definition (r., u, 
1 
u = U 1 a aEl:: P1 {u}Q. c R means J -
r j) E MR. 
P. { u I }{a }a. c R 
1 J 
u E T( 
Extend the pair ( P. { u 1 } , {a }Q . ) 
1 Jc\ 
to a maximal pair by 
(Pi{u 1 L R::(Pi{u 1 }))_. 
This gives: 1) Pi{u} 
2) {a}Q. 
J 
and 
1) is equivalent to 
ul E T (""R' r.' r I) 1 
c Pi { u 1 } = P ( r 1 ) = R: Q ( r 1 ) 
c R::(P.{u 1 }) = Q(r 1 ) = R::P(r 1 ). 
1 
P. {u 1 }Q(r 1 ) c R which by induction 
1 
rl = 
gives 
r.) 
J 
2) is equivalent to P(r 1 ){a}Q. c R that is ( r I ' a, r.) E MR. 
J J 
This shows that u=u 1 a is spanned via a path (r., ... u 1 ••• ,r 1 ,a,r.). 
1 J 
This proof is a typical proof by induction on the length of a word 
-~1 ------··------------
_[ __ I -
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(or the length of a path). In the rest of this paper such proofs 
will often be omitted. 
Proposition 4.10 T(~, SR, rj) = Pj and 
Proof of 
= U {ujP. {u}Q.cR} c 
eEP. ~ J-
R: Q. = p .• 
J J 
~ 
Proof of ~= By induction on the length of u. 
Corollary 4.11 T(~R) c R. 
Proof: r i, = lJ P. Q. c R. EK .~ ~ 
ri · R 
In fact, T(~R) = R. This can be proved using the method of prop. 
4.9 and 4.10, but we will instead show that~R satisfies the 
homomorphism requirement for a saturated automaton, and from that 
fact deduce that R c T(~R). 
Definition 4.4: Given an automaton ol = (Q, L:, M, s 0 , F) define 
fi: Q + KR i = 1,2 by 
f 1 ( q) = CP#( q J , R: : Pr~ q) ) 
f 2 ( q) = (R: scc#(q) ,- s?(q}) 
Proposition 4.12: If T(ol) c R then ~ and f~ are homomor-
phisms from o'l- into .::>tfR. 
Proof (for f 1 ): 
When q E S : Then e E Pra/(q) c Pr (q) = P( f 1 (p)), which shows 
f 1 (p) E SR. 
When q E F: Then ~ Pr ( q) ~ T ~) ~ R, and by 4. 6 . 7 with Q = {e} 
this implies Pr ( q) c R. Which shows P ( f 1 ( q)) ~ R i.e. f 1 ( q) E FR. 
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When (q, a, q') EM : Then T(od, S, q){a} c T(o#, S, q' ). This 
implies (by lemma 4.8) 
T ( bd , S , q ) { a l c T ( 06 , S , q ) { a f c T (06", S , q ' ) 
Convention: We will often write f 1 and Pr(q) instead of f 1 
Pr (q) etc. when the referenGe to o/6- is understood. f 1 and 
Pr(p) often refers to Det(R) and f 2 and Sb(q) often refers 
to BDet (R). 
Corollary 4.13: T(~) = R and ~R is saturated. 
Proof: fl: Det(R) ~~ shows R 
R = T (Det (R)) c T(f1 (~)) c R 
-
The rest is by 4.11 and 4.12. 
Lemma 4.14: If g:t>#-R -+ ~ is a homomorphism then g is the iden-
tity. 
Proof: 
Likewise Q(r) c Q(g(r)), which is equivalent to P(r) ~ P(g(r)). 
This gives P(r) = P(g(r)), i.e. r = g(r). 
Theorem 4.15: ~ R = Sat(R). 
Proof: Minimality follows from 4.14 and lemma 3.2. 
_" __________ ---------------------
--~-L ____ - I~ 
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5 Reduced automaton matrix. How to compute Sat(R) 
He have seen that for all maximal pairs r = (P,Q) P and Q can 
be written as 
p = [ u. J u ... u [u. J 1.1 1. n 
Q = <v. > u ... u <v. > 
Jl Jm 
. D (J?.) S1.nce -- equivalence classes correspond to_states p E ~ (qE~) 
in Det(R) (BDet(R)) such that 
[u] = Pr (p ) 
u 
where 
we can make the following definition in order to simplify the tests 
whether P = R:Q P=P etc. 
Definition 5 .1. The reduced_ automaton matrix (RAH) 
is defined as a t~ x #e matrix 
={ + if Pr(p)Sc(q) c R where RAM(p,q) otherwise -
If Det(R) and BDet (R) are computed, choose one 
one v E Sc ( q) ~ then: q 
Pr(p)Sc(q) c R <=> [w ] <v > c R <=> w v E 
- p q - p q 
(relative to 
w E Pr(p) 
p 
R. 
R) 
and 
This is easily tested. If we _just are given an automaton 4 accep-
. ( ) d + ( ) d G:\ (_,L:l 1\ t1.ng R, Det R an BDet R can be constructe as ~ ~~ and 
(~(~+))/\. The reductions (given by the /\-operators in definition 
2.4) can be preformed in the following way: (See [5] where RAM and 
EAM are defined.) 
Definition 5.2: Given~= (S, L:, M, s 0 , F). Construct ~(~ = 
(P, L:, M', s0, F') where P c 28 , and .f)(o-6-+)=(Q, L:, M", S", F") 
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where Q c 28 . Define the elementary automaton matrix (EAM) 
(relative to~) as a ~P x #O matrix 
where EAM(p,q) ={~ if p n q * ¢ 
otherwise 
The reduction from oe to e>6- I\ and from otf- + to CJ6- +"" can be done by 
"merging" rows and columns with identical 0/1 patterns. 
Each [p J E ~ may be regarded as Up' c 2 8 , and similar with 
p' ~p - . 
[q] E a. Hi th these notations RAM is defined in [5] as: 
RAM( [p], [q]) =[ ~ if [p J n [q J * ¢ otherwise 
Proposition 5.1: This definition of RAM is equivalent to defini-
tion 5.1. 
Proof (sketch): Since Det(R) defined by means of Myhill-Nerodes 
D . 4:1,~)/1. ~-equ1valence and ~~ are isomorphic. 
In [5] also grids and prime grids are defined: 
Definition 5.3: g = (PI; QJ) where PIc~ QJ c $ is said to be a 
grid if 
,1,. 
g is a prime grid if neither component can be further extended 
preserving the property of being a grid. 
Maximal pairs and prime grids are corresponding notions, and all 
maximal pairs can be found by means of RAM. 
If the maximal pair r = (P,Q) corresponds to the prime grid 
(PI;QJ) and r' = (P',Q') corresponds to (PI,; QJ, ), the transi-
tions in Sat(R) can be computed as 
. -~-- ··--~~-,---- - . -· -~---~-----r---··-~---···-·-~ --
~I - I --
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MR ( r, a) = { r 1 I P ( r) {a } := p ( r 1 ) } 
= 
= a E L:U{e} 
This shows that MR can be computed when we know RAM and oD by 
using the above intersection rule. 
Remark: This intersection rule shows the strong connection between 
Sat(R) and the automaton ::J = I(Z, f, Det(R)) defined by Kameda 
and Weiner in [5]: 
Given some prime grids Z · (the states of ::J) qefine z f: p + 2 by 
The transitions, denoted N in ::J are defined by · 
N(z,a) = n f(oD(p,a)). 
pjzEf(p) 
If z = this gives 
= aEL 
This corresponds exactly to the intersection rule in Sat(R), and 
by the correspondence between prime 
have: 
I ( Z , A, Det ( R ) ) .. o~- c Sat(R) 
z 
grids and maximal pairs we 
·'·. 
where alz = (KRnKZ, L:, MRn (KzxL:xKZ), SR n KZ,FRn Kz) and Kz is 
the set of maximal pairs corresponding to the set of prime grids z. 
Kameda and Weiner was interested in minimal, nondeterministic auto-
mata with respect to R, and from the homomorphism property of 
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Sat(R), it is immediate that such an automaton can be found by 
searching for subautomta of Sat(R). This is in essence their 
algorithm (although they never constructed all of Sat(R)). 
Ex.S.l. Let R=T~) where o1f is given in fig.5.1.1). 
The transition tables for d and ~+ are shown in fig. 5 .1. 2). 
From these the transition tables for c;f) ~ and gj(~) are 
computed (fig.5.1.3). 
0,2,4 
Fig 5.1.1} 
2 
4 2 0 
Fig 5 .1. 2l 
~ 0 2 4 0 2 4 ~+ 
Po p2 pl pl - pl2• Po Po• 
pl pl Po p2 pl Po - pl 
p2 p2 Po2 p2 Po2 p2 pl2 p2 
,1,. 
Fig 5.1.3) 
(d) 0 2 4 0 2 4 ~(c&) 
Po p2 pl Po Po2 pl2 Po12 Po2 
pl pl Po p2 Po12 Po2 pl2 pl2 
p2 p2 Po2 p2 pl2 Po12 Po12 Po12 
Po2 p2 Po12 Po2 
Po12 pl2 Po12 Po2 
Po12 pl2 Po2 p2 
--·--------------~--,---------·~~,--------- -
-----·~------------·---~-~~ ~----------~-----~"-
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EAM~ is shown in fig. 5. 1. 4), and we see that {p0 } - {p0 , P 2 } 
{p0 , p 1 , P 2 } - {p1 , p 2 } in ;B (~. He also see that$ (a!) is 
reduced {=BDet ( R) +). By merging the rows in EAM, we get RAM, shown 
in fig. 5. 1. 5) . 
The transition tables for Det(R) and BDet(R) are shown in fig. 
5.1.6). 
He compute f 1 : Det(R) -+ Sat(R) 
Note: By the isomorphism between·maximal pairs and prime grids we 
will write R: :p. = { q 1 I o o o I qk} instead 
~ 
<vl > u ••• u k <v >, etc. 
This gives 
R: :po= {qa' qc} R: { q I qc} = {pO,p2}, a 
R: :pl = {<:Ib' qc} R:{qb, qc} = {pl,p3}, 
R::p3= {qa,qb,qc} ' R:{qa,qb,qc} = {p3}' 
so fl (po) = ( {po,p3}, {qa,qc}) = ro 
fl(pl) = ({pl,p3}, {qb,qc}) = rl 
fl (p3) = ( {p3}, {qa,qb,qc}) = r3 
of R::.[w.] = 
' ~ 
Similarly f 2 : BDet(R) -+ Sat(R) can be computed, and we get .a new 
maximal pair r 4 = ({p0 , P 1 , P3}, {qc}). 
It can be verified are the only maximal pairs. 
(See also the algorithm on p. 36 of section 8.) ,1,' 
Fig.5.1.4) Fig.5.1.5) 
qa qb qc 
EAM Po2 pl2 Po12 RAM Pol pl2 Po12 
Po + - + Po + - + 
pl - + + pl - + + 
p2 + + + p3=p012 + + + 
Po2 + + + 
Po12 + + + 
pl2 + + + 
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Fig.5.1.6) 
Det(R) 0 2 4 0 2 4 BDet(R) 
Po p3 pl Po qa qb qc qa 
pl pl Po p3 qe qa qb qb 
p3 p3 p3 p3 qc qc qe qc 
The transiton in table for Sat(R) is computed from RAH and oD 
in the following way: First make.a small table indicating if 
"{p.}{a}{q.}" c R 
1. J - (really if 
Det ( R) ( ) { } Pr p. a 
1. 
.ScBDet(r)(q.) c R 
·.. J 
i.e. RAH(oD(p.,a), q.) = +). 
1. J 
Then use the intersection· rule to extend this table to "P{a}Q" c R 
for all P c ~ Q c e which represents maximal pairs. This is 
shown in fig. 5.1.7). The lower right corner in 5.1.7) shows the 
transitons in Sat(R). 
= {r.ieEP(r. )} 
1. 1. 
= {r.IP(r.) c R} = {r.leEQ(r. )} 
1. 1. ~ 1. 1. 
r 3 = (R: * L: I 
The modified Sat(R) without "useless" transitions are shown in 
fig. 5.1.9). The "basic" part of Sat(R) (see def. 6.3) are shown 
in fig 5.1.10). 
- -----~ -~---- --- --------~-~-- -~~--~------------
---~--··-- _j. - I 
- ~----------------~~ --~--~ , ___ -~-- ------ -----··-----·------ .--·-·--- -~---· 
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Fig.5.1.7} 
ro r1 r3 r4 
a oD(pi,a) qa qb qc {qa,qc} {qb,qc} {qa,qb,qc} {qc} 
Po e Po + - + 
0 p + + + 
2 3 + p - + 
4 1 p1 + - + 
p1 e p1 - + + 
0 p - + + 
2 1 + '· p - + 
4 0 I p3 + + + 
p3 e p3 + +· + 
0 p + + + 
2 3 p + + + 
4 3 + p3 + + ':!\! 
e + - + + - - + 
ro 0 + - + + - - + 
{pO,p3} 2 - + + - + - + 
4 + - + + - - + 
e - + + - + - + 
r1 0 - + + - + - + 
{p1,p3} 2 + - + + - - + 
4 + + + + + + + 
I 
e + + + + + + + 
r3 0 + + + + + + + 
{p3} 2 + + + + + + + 
4 + + + + + + + 
e - - + - - - + 
r4 0 - + + - + - + 
{pO,p1' 2 - - + - - - + 
p3} 4 + - + + - - + 
- "V -
Fig. 5.1. 8) 
Fig. 5 .1. 9) 
Fig. 5.1.10) 
,2,4 
·'·. 
2 
2 
~--- r~-~--
~- ------ ----~------~----~---------~----------- ---
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Ex. 5.2. Letol =~ = {q1 , q 2 , q 3 }, {0,1}, M3 , q 1 , q 3 ) where 
(qi, k, qj) E H3 <=> i + k::: j mod 3(k=O,l,2). Let R3=R=T{.?I). 
He see that t>1f is forward and backward deterministic so W ~ = o&-
and .$ fpt{) =a&+. EAM ~) is shown in fig. 5. 2 .1), and we see that 
EAM(~) is reduced (i.e. EAM=RAM), so~= Det(R) = BDet(R). 
* * He have the following maximal pairs: bottom= (I: ,¢), top= (¢,I: ) 
(dead state, inaccessible state) r. = (Pr(q. ), Sc(q.) ), i=l,2,3. 
l l l 
It is easily shown that the transitions in, Sat(R') will be the 
transitions in ~ and in addition the useless transitions 
involving dead and inacce~sible state. 
So Sat-(R3 ) =~. This is quite general: If off-= Det (R) = 
BDet-(R), then Sat-(R) =~ 
Fig.5.2.l) 
EAM ql q2 q3 
ql + - -
q2 - + -
q3 - - + 
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PART II 
Properties of Sat(R). 
6. The maximal pairs (prime grids) as a lattice LR. 
We define the following partial ordering on KR: 
Definition 6. 1 
a) r < r' iff Q(r) ~ Q(r') 
b) r+ = {r'lr'<;r} 
c) rt = {r' I r'~r} 
By Lemma 4.7.1) r<:r' <=> P(r) ~ P(r') <=> (r',e,r) E MR, 
* * . ' * * top= (R: 2: ,2: ) is the top element, and bottom= (E ,R::l: ) is 
the bottom element. 
Lemma 6.1 If (P 1 , a1 ) and (P 2 , a2 ) are maximal pairs then 
-p 1 n p 2 = p 1 n p 2 and Q 1 n Q 2 = Q 1 n Q 2 . 
Proof: 
P.,i=1,2. 
l 
Here all inclusions follows by 4.5.2) and all equ~lities from the 
-fact that P. = P., i=1,2. 
l l 
This proves that 0 1 n 0 2 is the second component in a new maximal 
pair, which is the greatest lower bound of (P1 , 0 1 ) and (P2 , a2 ). 
Definition 6.2: (P 1 , a1 ) 1\ (P 2 , a2 ) = (R: (a 1na 2 ), a1n 0 2 ) 
(P 1 ,Q 1 ) v (P 2, Q2 ) = (P 1n P 2 , R:: (P 1nP 2 ). 
This defines the lattice LR = (KR, <). 
- ~- -- ---_, - ~T~---------~-~-
J. -
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Sat(R) has a large number of transitions and initial/final states 
(else it would not be saturated). Some simplifications are, how-
ever, possible. 
Proposition 6.2 
1) r E SR => Vr' ..; r r' E SR 
2) R E FR => Vr" ;II: r r' E FR 
3) ( r. , 
l 
a, r . ) 
J 
E MR => Vr" ;II: r. Vr' ..; r. l J 
( r I I .a, r") E MR 
Definition 6.3: Bas(R) = (KR, ~, ~Bas' sBas' fBas) where M Bas 
contains those transitions (ri' a, rj) E MR a:fe which are not 
implied by other transitions by rule 6.2.3) 
s = v r = ( () P (r), R::OP(r)) Bas 
rESR eE~(r) 
= <TeL R::{e}) = ( [e], R:; [e]) = f l (p e) E SR 
f = A,r = f2(qe) E F R" Bas 
rEFR 
From Bas(R) and the lattice (KR, <) all of Sat(R) may be re-
constructed by rules 6.2.1)2)3). 
,1,. 
7. Basic and necessary parts of Sat(R) 
We are interested in subautomata~:= Sat(R), where T~ = R. 
In the search for a minimal NDA for R, all (small) otf-c Sat(R) 
must be taken into consideration and "T W/) = R?" must be tested. 
If some parts of Sat(R) can be proved to belong to all subauto-
mata ~ where T (a6) = R, this will reduce the search. 
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Definition 7.1: Given4c::_ Sat(R), ~is legitimate iff T(o6) = R. 
Core(R)={(r, a, r' )EMRjSat(R)-(r, a, r') is not legitimate}. 
Core(R) contains all necessary transitions in Sat(R). In order to 
give a more explicit way to find Core(R), we first answer the 
following question: "Given wER. Which paths in Sat(R) are 
accepting paths for w?" 
Whenever P is an accepting path for · w in ~ , T (~ c R, there 
exists an f:~+ Sat(R) and f(P) will ~e an accepting path in 
Sat(R). Especially Det(R) and BDet(R) 
the two paths P D ( w) and · · P B ( w) • 
Definition 7.2 Given w = a 1 k a 
Write i 1 i i i+l k w =a . . . . a and v = a .... a , i =0 , .. ; , k . 
Let 1 ·. i i+l k PD(w) = (fD(e), a , ..• ;fD(w ), a , ... ,fD(w)) 
where fD(u) = f 1 (oD(pe, u)) = ( [u], R: [u]) = (u,R:u). 
Let 1 i PB(w) = (fB(w), a , ... ,a, fB(v ), ... , fB(e)) 
where fB(u) = f 2 (6B(qe,ti)) = (R::<u>, <u>) = (R::u, u) 
Pro.12osition 7.1 Every accepting path for w in Sat (R) 
under PD(w) and over PB(w). 
More formally: If (to, b 1 I • • • 1 b J_ 1 t J.) b. E L u { e} J. l ,1 •. 
is accepting path £or in Sat(R), and write t. an w we 
J 
liep 
) k = 
= 
i t. 
J 
i (l'ff i) bi••• bj = W bj+l""" bJ_ = V 1 then for all j = O, ... ,J. 
(and the corresponding iE{O, ... ,k}) the following holds: 
-----------------~---1 
lwl 
iff 
- L. 
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Proof: Since (t0 ,b1 , ... ,b1 ,t1 ) is an accepting path in Sat(R) 
we have the following: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
t 0 E sR or e E P(t 0 ) 
P(ti){bi+l} ~ P(ti+l) 
t 1 E FR or e E Q(t1 ) 
or Q(t. ) 
1 
(*) follows from a) and b) by induction on j 
(**) follows from b) and c) by induction on 1-j (or by duality). 
Proposition 7.2 If~ is a deterministic auto~aton (without inac-
cessible states) accepting R, there is a ~nique homomorphism f:o5 
+ Sat(R) determined by Sc~p) = Q(f(p)). 
The corresponding dual statement is also true, 
Proof: For 6 w E Pr (p) we have: 
And also: 
u E w\R => wu E R = T(p{!} = U Dlf 4 ~ Pr (p' )Sc (p') => u E Sc (p) 
p' EQ 
(Since w$Pr(p') p'*P by determinism). Together with basic proper-
ties of the homomorphism f:~ + C this gives: 
,1,. 
Which.shows Sc~p),; sc!='{f(p)) = w\R. Hhen b = Sat(R) this gives 
Q ( f ( p) ) = sc"'( p) • 
Especially when otf = Det ( R) ~ is reduced and so P*P' => Sc (p) * 
Sc(p') which gives f 1 (p) ~ f(p') by prop.7.2. i.e., f 1 is in-
jective. 
vlhenever 0"6 is a DA, ofl""'-.. Det (R) and the unique f: ~ +Sat (R) is 
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4> 1 :o/+P6'"" Q> 2 :a-6"'.,. Det(R} f 1 : Det(R}~ Sat(R). 
Corollary 7.3: f 1 : Det(R} + Sat(R} f 2 : BDet(R} + Sat(R} are the 
only homomorphisms from Det(R} (BDet(R}} to Sat{R) and they are 
injective. 
Det(R} and f 1 (Det(R}} will be used without distinction and it 
will be convenient to arrange ,the numbering such that 
f 1 (p.} = r. l l and = r. l for ail 
Definition 7.3 KDet = f 1 (~} KBDet = f 2 (e} 
MDet = {(f1 (p}, a, f 1 (oD(p,a}}} IPE~ aE}:} 
where M~ = MDet n MBDet (the common transitions) 
are the states involved. 
Proposition 7.4 Given (r, a, r' }EM. Then (r, a, r'}E Core(R), 
,1,. 
that is there exists wE R which must use (r,a. ,r') in order to 
be accepted in Sat(R}. 
Proof Choose w1 E PrDet(R}(r} BDet w 2 E Sc ( r' } , and set w = 
By prop. 7.1 all accepting paths P for w lies between PD(w} 
and PB(w}. Since these two path coincidence on (r, a, r' ), this 
forces P to-use (r, a, r' ). 
--- L_ 
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This shows M~~ Core(R). In fact we have equality. Put 
~ = 17 d = ( K~ , L: , ~ , s27 , F ~ ) legitimate 4 cSat (R) 
Proposition 7.5: Me= core(R) = n ~ 
legitimate 
Proof: It is obvious that Core(R) c M~ and that 
8. Some properties of the lattice LR. 
In this section we will study the lattice LR = (KR, <). vJe will 
not be interested in automata and their languages, but mainly in 
the nodes (points) in KR and conjunctions/disjunctions over them. 
It is then easier to regard the nodes as prime grids (P,Q) c ~ x ~ 
instead of maximal pairs. 
'The quotients, closures and the imbeddings f 1 and f 2 will then 
be written as: 
R::p., p., R:q., q., 
l l J J 
f 1 ( p . ) = ( p . , R: : p . ) etc . l l l 
Convention 
0 
A= top 
j=l 
0 
v 
j=l 
r.= bottom. 
J 
For all A ~ KR we will have 
(\frEA => 1\ r ..:; r 0 
rEA 
·'· 
even if A=¢ 
(VrEA r)r0 ) => V r ~ r 0 
rEA 
even if A=¢ 
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Definition 8.1 A node rEKR is v-reducible 
iff 3 r I • • • I rk: 
(iff 3 r 1 I • • • I rk 
r is A-reducible iff 
3r1 , ... ,rk r.=t= r J 
r. 
J * 
r 
r. < r 
J + 
k 
r = :A r. 
j=l J 
k 
r = A r. j=l J 
k 
r = v r. 
j=l J 
k>2. 
k>2 
k>2) 
Remark: r is A-reducible iff r is covered by two or more nodes 
i.e. there are two or more· nodes 'just over in the lattice-ordering, 
and similar with v-reducible. 
Definition 8.2: r is A-irreducible iff r is covered by exact 
one node. r is v-irreducible iff there is exact one node just 
underneath r in the lattice. 
The bottom node may be neither v-reducible nor v irreducible, and 
similar with the top node. All other nodes, are either reducible or 
irreducible. 
- {top, bottom} Definition 8.3: KR = K - ,!, . R 
D(A-irr) = {rlr is A-irreducible} 
D(v-irr) = {rlr is A-irreducible} 
D(A-red) = {rlr is A-reducible} 
D(v-red) = {rlr is v-reducible} 
-,~-------------~-----~~- ~r ·· ~~----------·-------------~~------- -·------r' 
- ___ [ . 
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Then KR ~ D(A-irr) U D(A-red) 
-KR ~ D(v-irr) U D(v-red) 
Definition 8.4: Given Ac KR, A:f¢ 
V(A) = {rl3 B cA B:f¢ r = v b} 
bEB 
1\ (A) = {rl3 B c A B:f¢ r = .. 1\ b} 
bEB 
VNF(A) = V(A(A)) KNF(A) = A(V(A) ) 
Y* * * -'* One may also use A VNF , KNF 
Then ~(A) = V(A) U {bottom} and 
rt (A) = A(A) u {top}. 
where B=¢c.A 
Lemma 8.1: 1) D(A-irr) c KDet 2) D(v-irr) c KBDet 
is allowed 
Proof: 1) (2) is by duality): If r = (P,Q) E D(A-irr), then there 
is exact one node (P0 , o0 ) covering (P,Q), that is: 
(*) P~Po 
(**) ((P'Q') E KR A P' ~ P) => P' c PO 
We claim: P = P0 U {pj ·'· pfP 0 • This gives that P - P0 U {p} is the 
least P-component in any prime grid containing p. By 4.6.6) this 
-
shows p = P, so f 1 (p) = (P,Q), i.e. (P,Q) E KDet" 
Proof of claim: Write p = p 0 u {pl, p2} u A where pl$ Po P2f Po. 
- - P :F P(i=l i=2): ( **) Look at pl and p2. If p. n or then by l 
p. E p. n p ~ Po contradicting p. f Po. l l l 
- which gives So pl ::J p and p2 ::J p p2 E pl and pl E p2 and 
-
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hence Since Det(R) is reduced (f1 is injective) this 
gives p 1 = p 2 , showing that p = P 0 u {p} where p = p = p . 1 2 
Lenuna 8.2: D(A-red) C 1\(D(A-irr)) <;_A(KDet) 
D(v-red) c V(D(v-irr)) C v'(KBDet) 
Proof D(A-red) C A(D(A-irr)) since the lattice is finite. 
Proposition 8.3 
This gives the following easier algorithm in order to generate all 
prime grids. 
Algorithm: Compute R::p. =Q. 
1 1 
and 
KDet• Take all possible intersections 
-
1\ 
R:Qi = Pi' Pi.~ P. This gives 
na. 
1 
and compute R:nQ .. 
1 
This gives KR. If top or bottom is lacking compute * * (R: l: ,l:) 
* * and (l: , R: :l: ) 
The following theorem is from Kameda and Weiner [s]. 
Theorem: If~<;_ Sat(R) is legitimate, then the states must repre-
sent prime grids Ko6 such that all +'entries in RAM(R) must be 
·'· 
covered. 
Proof For r E K~ we have 
T(ol, S, r) C T(Sat(R), S, r) = P(r) 
and T(~, r, F) C Q(r). 
If K~ does not cover RAM, there exists a word w E R where 
w~ P ( r) v~ Q ( r) for any r E K d- . Then wv ~ T 01() • 
~~~~-·-- -----~- ------·---- ~------------~I~-
..... -. I. 
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Lemma 8.4: If K~ covers RAM, then 
Proof: If rj = (R:qj' ~j) E KBDet' consider 
T = T(r.) = {tEK 
J 
= {tEK 
lr . ..;t} 
J 
~~.cQ(t)} = {tEK lq.EQ(t)} 
J- J ' 
and K c Det-
Then r . ..; 
J A t tET 
is immidiate, and the opposite is equivalent to 
R: q. c R: J - fl Q(t) tET 
which follows from KeY{ covering 
Proposition 8.5: If~ c Sat(R) is legitimate, then 
* * KR = VNF (Kpf) = KNF (K~. 
RAM(R). 
Proof: Write KR ={bottom, top} U KR. {bottom, top}~ KNF*(K~) by 
- * convention. KR ~ KNF (K~) follows by lemma 8.4 and prop. 8.3. The 
proof for VNF*(K~) is similar. 
9 An example where (KR, <) • FD(n) 
Throughout this section let ~ be an automaton for a language R 
satisfying: ,1,. 
A= (S, ~' M, so, F) with #S = n 
and such that the subsetconstruction give 
( *) ~~ = (PI E, M' I {so}, F I) where p = 2s 
~ rp/) = ( Q I E I M" I { F} I F") where Q s = 2 
Lemma 9. 1: ;f) Col) and ~ (otf) are both reduced and hence 
~~) "' Det(R), $ ~) "'BDet(R)+, t) "' 2s, e"' 2S. 
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Proof: It is sufficient. to show tha-t is reduced, i.e. 
different rows (and columns) have diffGJCen·t +/~patterns. This is 
obvious since two rows correspond to s. C S, will 
l -
disagree on at least one of the coulomns corresponding to 
The (*)property means that every S' c S represents a state p = 
p(S') E ~ in Det(R) and also r~presents q = q(S') E 8 in 
BDet ( R). 
Remark: The isomorphism between maximal pairs and prime grids are 
. . ( ) PrDet ( p) * g1ven by: every state p 1n Det R represents C r, , 
and every q in BDet(R) represents ScBDet(R)(q} C E*. Thus one 
s' c S will 
represent two (possibly different) sets of words over * E • To make 
this distinction clear we will not \llrcit_e 1> = 28 = '0, but use the 
following isomorphisms: 
We will regard the states in Sat(R) as prime grids, and thus use 
that version of RAM definition (from [ 5] ) , which then reads: 
Proposition 9.2: LR is a distributive lattice~ 
(P., Q.) 1\ (P., Q.) = (P.UP.,u Q,~nQ_J.) 
l l J J l J ~ 
Especially 
~ Q. u Q. = Q. u Q. 
l J l J 
and P.U P.·~P. UP .• 
JL J l J 
-----,-- - -------
1 
------------ ---r-
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Proof (v): It is always true that R: ( P. n P . ) ::J Q. U Q . • We must 
~ J ~ J 
show the opposite, which is equivalent to 
(1) Vq ~ (Q. U Q.): q ~ R:(P.nP.) 
~ J ~ J 
and to 
(2) Vq ~ (Q. U Q.) 3p E P. n P. RAM(p,q) = 0. 
~ J ~ J 
Suppose q ~ Q. u Q .• Since Q. = R: :P. this gives: ~ J '~ ~ 
3p' E P. RAM(p' ,q) = 0 3p" E P. RAM(p" I q). = 0 
~ J 
Then n;1(p') n n;2(q) = ¢ and 1L (p II) n n;1(q) = ¢. Choose so = l 
1L 1 (pI ) n;1(p") which p(so> 1\ This will u represents Po = E P. Po 
satisfy the conclusion in ( 2) . 
P = .{p*E./\P·I .... 1 (p*) '_ ... , (p)} Proposition 9. 3: ,. __J ,. 
Proof: Write n; 1 (p) ~ { s . , ••• , s. } and 
. ]_1 ~k 
q. = q({s. }) 
~. ~. 
J J 
(then 
n: 2 (q. ) = {s. } ). Write A= {p*E'Pin: 1 (p*) ~. ~. 2_n;1(p)}. 
J J 
Q = R::p = {qiRAM(p,q)=1} = {qln: 2 (q)nn: 1 (p)t¢} 
= {ql3s. En.(p):s. En: 2 (q)} ::J {q. , ••. ,q. },. ~. ~ ~. - ~1 ~k ,, 
J ' J 
Thus p * 1\ * = R : Q c( R: { q . , • • • , q . } ) = { p E P In 1 ( p ) n n: 2 ( q . ) t o , 
- ~1 ~k ~j 
Vj=1 I ••• ,k} 
= { p* E'P I { s. I ••• Is. } c n; 1 (p* ) } = A. 
~1 ~k -
For the opposite: If * p E A, then for all q E Q = R:p we have 
and hence n; 1 (p) n n;2 (q) :j: ¢, showing * -p E R: Q = p. 
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Proposition 9.4: For all P ~ ~, Q c e: 
{ * A I * P = PEp 3pEP: n 1 (p ) ~ 
Proof: By 9.3 and 9.2 and general properties of • I • • I - and 
This relates closely to te term J-closed from Birkhoff "Lattice 
theory" [1]: 
Given X= {x 1 , ... ,xn} I={l, ... ,n}. Let cr,~ denote subsets of I. 
Let H,F denote subsets of 2I. · 
H is J-closed iff * * * cr E G => Vcr ~ cr: cr E H. ~fuen H denotes the 
J-closure we have: 
The relation to prop. 9.4 is immidiate. 
Every element in FD(n) (the free distributive lattice generated 
by X= {x1 , ... ,xn}) can be written in conjunctive normal form 
v 
crEH 
A 
iEcr 
x. = 
l A iEcr 
x. 
l 
Theorem: FD(n) ~ the ring at all J-closed sets H* c 2x. 
Ex. (n=3): If H = {{1,2}, {1,3}}. Then H* = {{1,2}, {1,3}, 
{1,2,3}} and (x 1A x 2 ) v (x 1A x 3 ) = (x 1A x 2 )v(x1A x 3 )v(x1 A x 2 A x 3 ). 
~ve are now prepared for the definition of the isomorphism between 
FD(n) and 
----~----. -------- ------------~----- :--------- ----------------------------~-~-----------.-
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Definition 9.1 Given cr C I write 
s(cr) = {siliEcr} <; S 
q ( cr ) q(s(cr)) 1\ = E Q 
q(H) {q(cr)lcrEH} 1\ = c Q 
<V (H* ) * * Define = (R:q(H ), q (H ) ) . 
* * Since H is closed, also g (:H )· is closed by prop. 9. 4, and thus 
* ~ * q(H ) = q(H ) and <V(H ) is an element of KR; 
Lemma 9.5: 
1 ) * * * * 2) * * * * q(H 1nH2 ) = q (H 1 ) n q(H2) q(H 1UH2 ) = q (Hl ) u q(H2) 
3) * * * * 4) H* * * * H1~ H2 => q(H1) ~ q(H2) :f H => q(Hl}·t q(H2) 1 2 
5) <V (H~ /\H~) = <V ( H~ ) 1\ <V ( H~ ) 6) * * * * <V (H 1 vH2 ) = <V (H 1 ) v <j~(H2) 
Proof: 1)-4} are immediate, 5)-6) follows from 1 )-4) and prop. 
9.2. 
Definition 9.2 Write p. = p({s.} ), q. = q({s.}). 
l l l l 
Let r. = f 1 (p.) = (p., R: :p.) = l l l l ,1,. 
Lemma 9.6: * ~ q<{i} ) = q. and <V is surjective. 
l 
Proof: 
q({i}*> = {q(cr)lcrE{i}*}={q(s(cr})liEcr <;_I} 
= { q (S 1 ) l s i E S 1 c;_s} ={ q ( n 2 ( q* ) ) l s i En 2 ( q* ) } ={ q* l s i En 2 ( q* )} = qi • 
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* Thus ~({i} )=ri=(R:qi' qi) i=l, ... ,n and ~ is onto {r1 , ... ,rn} 
{r1 , ... ,rn} covers RAM(R), and by lemma 8.4 and prop.B.S. 
{r, ... ,rn} generates KR, and hence ~ is onto KR. 
Proposition 9.7: LR = (KR,<) ~ FD(n) 
Proof; By 9.5 and 9.6 it follows that ~ is an isomorphism. 
Ex.9.1. (S. Aanderaa) There are lots of automta and languages 
R satisfying the condition (*) studied in this section. (E.g. 
given n, let 1:={1,2, ... ,·2n} ). The interesting thing is that FD(n) 
can be achieved using only a 4-letter alphabet l:={O,l,2,3}. 
Consider the following automata ot5 ( 3) ,&6 ( 4), . . . shown in fig. 9.1). 
Let R(n) = T(PI(n)). Here R(n) = R(n)T ando6' (n) ~a1(n)+, so 
$(olf(n)) ~a:J((d(n))+), and in order to show thato6-"(n) satisfies 
(*) it is enough to show thatJ701'(n)) has 2n states. 
Prop. 9.7 then gives (KR(n)'<) ~ FD(n). 
Claim: ;iJ 0lf( n)) has 2n states. 
·'· 
Proof: We see that I represents cyclic rotation and that 2ln-l 
represents change of 2 elements. (s1 ,s 2 , ... ,sn) is via 1 changed 
to (M(s 1 ,1), M(s 2 ,1), ... ,M(sn,l)) = (s 2 ,s 3 , ... ,s 1 ) 
And (sn' s 1 , s 2 , ... ,sn_1 ) is via 2 changed to 
(s 2, s 1 , s 3 , ... ,sn) which via ln-l is changed to 
(sl,sn' s2' · · · ,sn-1) 
- ---------- ---~-- ----·--- -~------ -- ---- -------- ------- ---~------- ---------· ·----
--- --------- ----- - ___________ l_ __ --
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Fig.9.1) 
·'·. 
,1,2,3 
0,1,2,3 
0,1,2,3 
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These two permutations generates all permutations of {s, ... ,s }. 
n 
So it is enough to show that the states 
( (n)). 
But that is obvious, since 
{s 1 , ... ',s.} 
. J when 2 ~ j ~ n. 
10 Further work 
In this paper we have studied, for a given event R, Sat(R), the 
. ' 
lattice LR and accepting paths for wER in Sat (It). 
By duality we know that ·T + Sat(R ) ~ Sat(R) . We have not studied 
how Sat(R) and Sat(Rc) relates. 
It would also be interesting to know e.g. the relations between 
Sat(R) and Sat(w\R) and between Sat(R1 ) and Sat(R1 •R2 ). 
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